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Abstract

Organic matter (OM) in drinking water treatment is a common impediment respon-
sible for increased coagulant and disinfectant dosages, formation of carcinogenic
disinfection-by products, and microbial re-growth in distribution system. The inher-
ent heterogeneity of OM implies the utilization of advanced analytical techniques for its5

characterization and assessment of removal efficiency. Here, the application of simple
fluorescence excitation-emission technique to OM characterization in drinking water
treatment is presented. The fluorescence data of raw and clarified water was obtained
from 16 drinking water treatment works. The reduction in fulvic-like fluorescence was
found to significantly correlate with OM removal measured with total organic carbon10

(TOC). Fluorescence properties, fulvic- and tryptophan-like regions, were found to dis-
criminate OM fractions of different removal efficiencies.

The results obtained in the study show that fluorescence spectroscopy provides a
rapid and accurate characterization and quantification of OM fractions and indication
of their treatability in conventional water treatment.15

1 Introduction

In surface waters, dissolved organic matter (DOM) is an important compound compris-
ing naturally occurring freshwater DOM (mainly humic fraction) and a heterogeneous
mixture of DOM from domestic and industrial waste (fulvic acids, proteins, carbohy-
drates and lipids).20

In drinking water treatment DOM interferes with most of the treatment processes.
DOM is responsible for unpleasant odour and taste in water, formation of carcinogenic
disinfection by-products (DBPs) such as trihalomethanes (THMs) and haloacetic acids
(HAAs), fouling of filtration membranes, increased disinfectant demands and microbial
re-growth in the distribution system. Thus, the main focus in water treatment studies25

has been on improving the organic matter removal efficiency (i.e. enhanced coagula-
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tion, UV irradiation, membrane filtration) and development of novel techniques of DOM
characterization.

Heterogeneous organic matter character complicates the identification and quantifi-
cation of its structure and functionality. Differences in elemental composition, charge,
and secondary and tertiary structure of various organic matter compounds influ-5

ence their functionality, reactivity and treatability. Aromatic structures of the humic
substances containing phenolic functional groups (hydroxyl-, carboxy-, and methoxy-
substituted aromatic units) have been reported to be highly reactive with chlorine in
producing DBPs (Reckhow et al., 1990; Korshin et al., 1999; Wu et al., 2003; Soh et
al., 2008). However, during the conventional treatment by coagulation, the hydropho-10

bic and high molecular weight fraction of humic OM is preferentially removed. Thus,
the effective removal of aromatic OM prior to disinfection with chlorine significantly re-
duces DBPs formation potential. The opposite reactivity and removal efficiency can
be ascribed to hydrophilic OM fraction, which comprises lower molecular weight au-
tochthonous material. Hydrophilic fraction is in general recalcitrant to coagulation re-15

moval, significantly contributes to biodegradable OM responsible for biofilm formation
in the distribution system, and is the major precursor of HAAs (Kim and Yu, 2005; Soh
et al., 2008).

Different isolation and fractionation techniques have been used to characterize DOM
removal and relate it with OM reactivity. Resin fractionation has become the most20

common method to characterize organic matter in drinking water treatment. It involves
the separation of OM into its humic/non-humic and hydrophobic/hydrophilic fractions
(Leenheer 1981, Chow et al., 2004; Soh et al., 2008). Furthermore, the molecular
size distribution of OM determined by high-performance size exclusion chromatography
(HPSEC) has been related to OM removal efficiency and DBPs formation potential (Her25

et al., 2002).
However, the applicability of the isolation techniques in the assessment of OM in

drinking water treatment can be limited due to time-consuming preparation and labo-
ratory analysis, distinctive alterations to water samples (i.e. pH) and question of repre-
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sentation of raw water properties by obtained fractions (Kitis et al., 2001; Rosario-Ortiz
et al., 2007). Thus, to quantify the overall OM concentration and its reactivity in DBPs
formation of bulk water samples, the application of easily measured surrogate param-
eters has been investigated. Two analytical methods have been commonly available
to determine the OM content in water, total organic carbon (TOC) and ultraviolet (UV)5

absorbance measured at 254 nm or 272 nm.
TOC is commonly used as a measure of a water treatment performance and, in par-

ticular, of THMs precursor material. A relationship between UV absorbance at 254 nm
and DBPs formation potential is well established (Wu et al., 2000). UV absorbance has
been reported to be more sensitive and accurate surrogate parameter for predicting the10

OM reactivity than TOC (Najm et al., 1994; Roccaro and Vagliasindi, 2009). Specific ul-
traviolet absorbance (SUVA, the absorbance at 254 nm per unit DOC in mg/l) has been
found to be a good indicator of aromatic carbon content, however the critique of this
method is also found in literature (Weishaar et al., 2003; Ates et al., 2007). Differential
UV spectroscopy has been utilized in characterization of the reaction between organic15

matter and disinfectants and correlated with the total organic halogen formation (TOX,
Li et al., 2000; Wu et al., 2003; Roccaro and Vagliasindi, 2009).

The main limitation of UV absorbance techniques in OM characterization in water
treatment includes the interference from UV absorbing compounds present in water
(turbidity, inorganic substances like nitrate nitrogen) (Eaton, 1995; Wang and Hsieh,20

2001). Moreover, the relationship between UV absorbance surrogates and DBPs for-
mation potential is dependent on the site-specific OM properties and impedes the direct
comparison of the samples derived from various locations.

From the above comparison of available methods of OM removal/DBPs formation
potential assessment it can be seen that the analysis of water samples under ambient25

conditions (pH, ionic strength, concentration), high instrumental sensitivity and mini-
mal, non-destructive sample pre-treatment are of the greatest importance.

Fluorescence spectroscopy technique is becoming an increasingly popular method
in DOM studies and can facilitate rapid, accurate and online OM prediction. DOM
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in surface and ground waters exhibits distinctive fluorescence properties as a result
of absorption of high-energy photons by an organic matter molecule and re-emission
of lower-energy photons at longer wavelengths. This inherent spectral property can
be utilized in fingerprinting of DOM with fluorescence spectroscopy technique. The
main applications of fluorescence spectroscopy include the characterization of DOM5

composition and sources and determination of the general water quality. The method
is non-invasive, rapid and accurate with potential for online monitoring (Baker, 2001;
Her et al., 2003).

Previous applications of fluorescence technique in water treatment include studies
of OM reactivity with disinfectant (Korshin et al., 1999; Świetlik and Sikorska, 2004),10

prediction of THMs formation (Beggs et al., 2006), and more recently correlation of flu-
orescence properties with SUVA and DBPs formation during chloramination (Yang et
al., 2008), and OM characterization in membrane permeates (Peiris et al., 2008). Her
et al. (2003) demonstrated combined HPSEC-fluorescence approach for DOM charac-
terization in bulk water samples without fractionation.15

In this project, the application of excitation emission matrix fluorescence spec-
troscopy (EEMs) to assess OM removal and formation of DBPs at water treatment
works (WTW) is being investigated. EEMs offer a rapid indication of OM properties
and DOM/TOC removal from water and hence a useful process assessment and opti-
mization tool at water treatment works.20

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Sample sites

Fluorescence spectroscopy measurements and TOC analyses were carried out on
samples of raw and clarified water from 16 surface WTWs, collected monthly between
August 2006 and February 2008. In order to reveal the relative change in fluores-25

cence properties, and hence organic matter removal across different treatment stages
additional sampling was carried out on selected WTWs.
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The treatment works are located in the Midlands region, central UK and are owned
and operated by Severn Trent Water Ltd. They treat a range of raw waters from upland
sources with natural organic matter of high TOC concentrations to lowland sources
reflecting anthropogenically-impacted microbial organic matter character. Variation in
recharge, land cover patterns and anthropogenic impacts on particular catchments5

produce variation in OM character (relative proportion of hydrophobic/hydrophilic frac-
tions) between WTWs and hence influence their efficiency in OM removal. Typically, the
treatment works contain coagulation with ferric sulphate, dissolved air flotation, deep
bed filtration, and granular activated carbon adsorption prior to chlorination. During
the course of this investigation, the works’ performance did not undergo any signifi-10

cant changes as indicated by only minor variations in treatment parameters (coagulant
dose, clarification pH, final water chlorine residual and final water pH).

2.2 Analytical methods

In fluorescence EEM technique fluorescence intensity of water sample is scanned over
the range of excitation and emission wavelengths to produce three-dimensional matrix15

(Fig. 1). Fluorescent OM exhibits discrete intensity peaks located at different excitation-
emission wavelengths. Therefore, the presence and relative concentration of particular
fluorophores (fluorescent organic matter fractions) can be derived from EEM. For all
water samples in the study, the presence of three main fluorescence peak regions
was observed: fulvic-like fluorescence (peak C, fluorescence excited between 300 and20

340 nm, and emitted between 400 and 460 nm), humic-like fluorescence (peak A, fluo-
rescence excited between 220 and 250 nm, and emitted between 400 and 460 nm), and
tryptophan-like fluorescence (peak T, fluorescence excited between 270 and 280 nm
and emitted between 330 and 370 nm) (Coble, 1996).

Fluorescence fulvic- and humic-like regions can be attributed to natural, al-25

lochthonous sources of organic matter (e.g. derived from the decomposition of plant
tissues), whereas tryptophan-like fluorescence indicates presence of labile, microbial
derived organic matter including anthropogenic pollution (Nguyen et al., 2005; Hudson
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et al., 2008). Thus, tryptophan-like fluorescence can be related to biological oxygen de-
mand (Hudson et al., 2008). Fulvic-like fluorescence intensity has been demonstrated
to correlate with TOC concentration, whereas its emission wavelength correlates with
organic matter aromaticity and hydrophobicity (Kalbitz et al., 1999; Cumberland and
Baker, 2001; Hudson et al., 2007; Baker et al., 2008). Fulvic-like fluorescence intensity5

per unit absorbance at 340 nm is known to correlate with molecular weight (Stewart
and Wetzel, 1980).

Laboratory analytical methods have been presented in detail previously (Bieroza et
al., 2008). In summary, fluorescence EEMs were collected using a Cary Eclipse Fluo-
rescence Spectrophotometer (Varian, Surrey, UK) equipped with a Peltier temperature10

controller. For each unfiltered water sample, the fluorescence was measured in du-
plicate by scanning the excitation wavelengths from 200 to 400 nm in 5 nm steps, and
detecting the emission intensity in 2 nm steps between 280 and 500 nm. Excitation
and emission slit widths were 5 nm. Each measurement was carried out in standard
quartz 4 cm3 capacity cuvette (1.0 cm path length) and was completed within 2 min-15

utes. To maintain the consistency of measurements and standardise the fluorescence
data, all fluorescence intensities were corrected to Raman peak intensity of 20 units
measured for deionised water at 348 nm excitation and 396 nm emission wavelengths
(Baker, 2001). Fluorescence regions of EEM containing redundant information were
removed (i.e. the Rayleigh and Raman scatter regions) prior to further data analyses.20

TOC was measured using a Shimadzu TOC-V-CSH analyser with auto-sampler
TOC-ASI-V. The non-purgable organic carbon (NPOC) determination method was em-
ployed and the result NPOC was calculated as a mean of the three valid measure-
ments.

UV absorbance was measured in duplicate with the WPA Lightwave UV-VIS spec-25

trometer between 200 and 800 nm with deionised water as the blank. A quartz cuvette
with 1.0 cm path length was used.
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3 Results and discussion

3.1 Fluorescence trough water treatment works

The relative change in quantitative and qualitative properties of EEMs collected for
different water treatment stages can provide useful information on the degree of OM
removal with relation to physicochemical properties of the removed fractions. In Fig. 25

fluorescence EEMs of raw, post-clarification, post-GAC, and final water were shown.
The fluorescence intensities in all three fluorescence peak regions were substantially
decreased across WTW, especially within the areas of the highest initial fluorescence
intensity (humic-like and fulvic-like). The relative reduction in TOC measured as a peak
C intensity between raw water and subsequent treatment stages increased from 25%10

for post-clarification, to 64% for post-GAC, and to 70% for final water. However, the
highest OM removal was observed for pre-contact tank stage (80% of initial raw water
peak C intensity).

The OM removal throughout the water treatment is accompanied with the changes in
structural and chemical OM properties. Here, the relative position of the maximum peak15

C fluorescence intensity was shifted towards lower emission wavelengths indicating the
reduction in the degree of aromaticity of residual OM fraction. Thus, the more aromatic,
higher molecular weight OM constituents are preferentially removed prior to disinfection
stage of water treatment.

During the chlorination due to complexity of chlorine/OM reactions, the fluorescence20

signature becomes more equivocal, and both increases and decreases in fluorescence
intensity can be discerned. Depending on the primary reaction pathway (substitution
or oxidation), type and amount of intermediate chlorination species generated, differ-
ent functional groups are selectively transformed and removed. During halogenation a
common selective removal of high molecular weight, highly conjugated aromatic struc-25

tures containing carbonyl, hydroxyl and amine functional groups occur (Senesi, 1990).
As a result of breakdown of active aromatic structures in humic molecules into smaller
compounds, the fluorescence intensity increases (Korshin et al., 1999; Świetlik and
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Sikorska, 2004). This can explain the higher fluorescence intensities for final water
stage compared with chlorination stage. Moreover, the depletion of chlorine residual
post-chlorination enhances the microbial activity and results in higher amounts of au-
tochthonous OM ascribed to tryptophan-like fluorescence.

3.2 OM characterization with fluorescence EEM5

The decrease in TOC concentration between raw and clarified water was used to as-
sess the OM removal efficiency at 16 WTWs. The higher the removal, the more OM
compounds is removed by coagulation. The efficiency of organic matter removal by
coagulation depends on both quantitative and qualitative organic matter properties.
Higher OM removal is observed for samples with moderate and high organic matter10

concentrations (Soh et al., 2008). With increasing TOC concentrations increases the
contribution of humic substances, preferentially removed by coagulation due to their
high molecular weights.

The differences in organic matter properties (molecular weight, aromaticity, hy-
drophobicity, presence of particular functional groups) determine the varying impact15

of coagulation processes on removal of different organic matter fractions. The higher
removal efficiencies occur for the high molecular-weighted aromatic humic substances,
of greater THM formation potential and greater affinity for hydrophobic compounds.

Figure 3 presents the relationship between TOC removal across coagulation treat-
ment stage and fluorescence properties of raw water.20

Peak C emission wavelength and tryptophan-like fluorescence intensity were found
to provide the best discrimination between sample sites. It can be observed that
the efficiency of OM removal is dependent on the presence of two fluorescence end-
members, of high peak C emission and low tryptophan-like fluorescence, and of low
peak C emission and high tryptophan-like content. The first group of fluorophores25

comprises higher content of aromatic structures and low fraction of the hydrophilic
microbially-derived material. Thus, the overall OM removal by coagulation in the sam-
ples with predominant allochthonous aromatic OM is high and the THM formation po-
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tential is significantly reduced. The highest removal of 70–80% exhibits site 1, where
the naturally low raw water pH enhances the OM removal by coagulation.

High tryptophan-like fluorescence intensity correlates with low peak C emission
wavelength and indicates the predominance of hydrophilic, autochthonous low molecu-
lar material, recalcitrant to removal by coagulation. This fraction was reported to signif-5

icantly contribute to the formation of DBPs and biodegradable DOM (Soh et al., 2008).
Although the THM formation potential of hydrophilic fraction is distinctively lower than
of hydrophobic OM, the intrinsic poor removal of the former by coagulation produces
substantial amount of THMs precursors prior to halogenation. Therefore, for sites with
the lowest TOC removal of 20–30%, additional treatment of residual hydrophilic DOM10

is required (i.e. GAC or membrane filtration).

3.3 OM removal prediction

As previously stated, the peak C intensity was found to correlate with TOC. Here, for
each WTW, OM removal was calculated from the decrease in organic matter fluores-
cence intensity of peak C between raw and clarified water samples and compared15

with actual reduction in TOC concentrations. A strong, linear correlation was observed
between fluorescence-derived and TOC-measured OM removal between raw and clar-
ified water with the correlation coefficient R2 =0.90 (Fig. 4) (Bieroza et al., 2009). The
relationship was developed on the basis of fluorescence data obtained for all sample
sites and thus enables direct comparison of the OM removal efficiency between differ-20

ent WTWs.
The OM removal between raw and clarified water denotes the removal of the hy-

drophobic fraction of the highest THM formation potential by coagulation. It also
demonstrates the content of more recalcitrant to coagulation removal hydrophilic frac-
tion which has to be effectively removed prior to disinfection stage. Thus, rapid indica-25

tion of the OM removal between raw and clarified water with fluorescence technique
can serve as a real-time monitoring tool for the assessment of the DBPs formation
potential.
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The efficiency of OM removal prediction with fluorescence EEM technique was com-
pared with the model developed from the UV absorbance at 254 nm measurements
between raw and clarified water (Fig. 4). The decrease in absorbance in percentage
terms was plotted against the TOC removal, however a poorer correlation (coefficient
value of R2 =0.69) was obtained compared with the fluorescence-derived model. As5

both techniques measure the spectral properties of OM, there is a significant difference
in the intrinsic OM properties determined with fluorescence and UV absorbance (Yang
et al., 2008). The highest absorptivities are pertinent to aromatic OM structures, how-
ever the fluorescence intensities of aromatic fraction are dependent on the composition
of functional groups in molecules. For electron-donating groups including hydroxyl and10

amine higher fluorescence intensities are observed, whereas lower can be ascribed to
electron-withdrawing functional groups (i.e. carboxylic) (Świetlik and Sikorska, 2004).

Additionally, two simple regression models of OM removal were developed and vali-
dated on the independent fluorescence data. In both models, fluorescence properties
characterizing OM matter were incorporated, peak C emission wavelength (surrogate15

for the degree of aromaticity), and tryptophan-like fluorescence intensity (surrogate for
microbial fraction content). The first model (Raw FLU) based on solely raw water flu-
orescence properties appeared to be less robust compared with the second model
(Raw&Cla FLU) incorporating both raw and clarified water fluorescence variables (cor-
relation coefficient values of R2 =0.55 and R2 =0.86 respectively). The results of the20

independent validation tests showed good agreement between actual OM removal and
predicted with the second fluorescence model (on average 95% of data variance was
explained by the model).

The efficacy of previously developed fluorescence models of OM removal prediction
was also tested with the fluorescence data collected during the coagulation optimiza-25

tion trial at selected WTW. In the experiment the coagulation pH was lowered from the
baseline pH 7.0 to pH 5.0 and the increase in OM removal measured as a reduction
in TOC between raw and clarified stage was observed from 34.0% to 66.2% (Fig. 5).
These results were found to be in accordance with the prediction based on the reduc-
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tion in peak C intensity. With lowering coagulation pH the Raw FLU models perfor-
mance was found to gradually deteriorate compared with TOC removal results. In the
experiment, the OM removal improvement was simply the result of optimized treatment
conditions, without corresponding changes in raw water OM character. Thus, the Raw
FLU model demonstrates the baseline OM removal efficiency for the predominant type5

of OM for not optimized WTW. The Raw&Cla FLU model produced consistent results
with actual OM removal, as based on differential fluorescence OM properties between
raw and clarified water.

4 Conclusions

Fluorescence EEM technique can be successfully utilized in drinking water treatment10

for rapid, accurate, and comprehensive characterization of organic matter. Here, the
fluorescence analysis across the WTW enabled qualitative characterization of the OM
fractions preferentially removed by subsequent treatment processes. Fluorescence
properties, peak C emission wavelength and tryptophan-like fluorescence were proved
to describe OM properties in terms of degree of aromaticity, and content of microbial15

DOM respectively. Furthermore, the reduction in peak C intensity between raw and
clarified water strongly correlated with OM removal measured as a TOC reduction.
Fluorescence peak C provided better prediction of OM removal across coagulation
compared with UV absorbance at 254 nm. Moreover, two fluorescence-derived models
of OM removal were developed and tested for independent fluorescence dataset. The20

model incorporating tryptophan-like fluorescence intensity of clarified water, peak C
emission wavelength of raw water, and peak C intensities of raw and clarified water
provided a good agreement with actual OM removal data for operational and changing
treatment conditions (coagulation optimization).
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Fig. 1. Fluorescence EEM of raw water. Fluorescence regions: fulvic-like fluorescence
(Peak C), humic-like fluorescence (Peak A), tryptophan-like fluorescence (Peak T).
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Fig. 2. Fluorescence EEMs of raw, post-clarification, post-GAC, and final water at site 13
collected on 5 August 2007. The location of peak C fluorescence maximum indicated with
arrow. Fluorescence emission intensity in arbitrary units.
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Fig. 3. Peak C emission wavelength (nm) and peak T intensity (arbitrary units) vs. TOC removal
efficiency. Arrows indicate two fluorescence end-members.
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Fig. 4. OM removal prediction with differential fluorescence (OM removal FLU) and differential
UVA (OM removal UVA) between raw and clarified water.
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Fig. 5. OM removal between raw and clarified water vs. coagulation pH (site 2).
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